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The family had enjoyed their home for almost a decade when they 
reached out to designer Elena Gouchtchina of Maison Interiors to 
tackle the main floor of their three-storey home in The Beaches area of 
Toronto. “It was nice, but after several years, it just didn’t fit our tastes 
anymore,” says Greg.

With the kids in high school, the couple decided it was time to invest in 
a new look. “The furniture was getting old and beat up,” says Greg. “It had 
been through the kids growing up and bringing friends over. The kitchen 
was looking tired.”

While the home is newer, built in 2001, Greg points out that it is typical 
of the area. “Like most houses in The Beaches, it’s not gigantic, but it is 
open concept, with a spacious kitchen and dining area. The main floor also 
has a cathedral ceiling; we really liked that,” he says.

Initially, the couple consulted with Gouchtchina on new furniture for the 
living room. “One of the requirements the homeowners had was for the space 
to be minimalistic but comfortable, so the whole family could use it. They 
wanted to create a cosy room where they could watch TV and entertain. We 
came up with a floorplan that included a custom sectional from BoConcept,  
two custom tub chairs from EQ3, and for additional seating, two square 
ottomans that could be tucked away or brought out when needed,” says 
Gouchtchina. A chandelier from Living Lighting accentuates the height of 
the cathedral ceiling. The couple also wanted a space to read, so Gouchtchina 
created a nook with a chair, side table, lamp and storage for albums and other 
things they needed to keep handy.

They say good 
things come to 
those who wait, 
and that was 
certainly the case 
for homeowners 
Greg and Jennifer 
Rowe and their 
two girls, Natasha, 
19, and Chloe, 17.
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By maximizing the space, the narrow 
living room was transformed into a 
beautiful, functional room. RIGHT: Elena 
Gouchtchina of Maison Interiors saw 
the potential and brought this beautiful 
Beaches home to life.

Continued on page 80
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But to make it all fit, they first had to 
get rid of the big, bulky fireplace taking up 
critical space in the room. “The living room 
is a little bit narrow, so we did as much as we 
could to make it look spacious, not cluttered,” 
Gouchtchina says. “The fireplace was very 
high and took up a lot of space and was very 
close to the patio door, so we took it out. We 
designed a custom unit with a minimalistic, 
modern look that created more space and a 
better flow to the room.” 

Greg shares that he and his wife had 
struggled with effectively using the space in 
the long, narrow living room. As a result, he 
admits they rarely spent time in it, despite 
the cathedral ceiling, one of the features that 
drew them to the home in the first place. 
“Elena managed to turn the living room into 

two separate areas that integrate with each 
other,” Greg says. “The swivel chairs can face 
the sectional and fireplace or face the other 
way. They’re functional as well as super cool. 
It flows beautifully. Now my wife and kids are 
always in this room.” 

The couple travels a lot, collecting 
mementos and paintings as they go. 
Gouchtchina was tasked with integrating 
these into the design. “It wasn’t easy, because 
some of the things we collected don’t fall in 
the modern contemporary vein,” says Greg. 
“Elena not only opened up the space and gave 
it this fantastic modern vibe but also made it 
warm and inviting; it’s a perfect combination. 
I can sit in my living room and see the things 
we collected and it brings back memories. It’s 
exactly what we wanted,” he says.

“I CAN SIT IN MY LIVING 
ROOM AND SEE THE 
THINGS WE COLLECTED 
AND IT BRINGS BACK 
MEMORIES.”

Family pup Quinn loves to 
sprawl on the sectional in 
the sunlit living room.

LEFT: Items are handy but tucked out of sight in a sleek 
console. TOP: The family’s wish for a reading area was 
granted with the addition of this cosy nook. ABOVE: An 
ottoman serves as extra seating and is easily tucked next 
to the fireplace when not in use.

The new custom fireplace is topped with 
a bookcase from BoConcept. Layering 
accents adds depth to the room.

Continued on page 82
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One thing they didn’t necessarily agree 
on, however, was painting the windows and 
doors black, as Gouchtchina suggested. “It’s 
not something we would normally do,” says 
Greg, “but now I can’t imagine it without it. 
Elena said we should just wait and see. She 
was right to push us to do that. Now it looks 
fantastic. I love it.”

Next up was the kitchen and dining room. 

“The only piece we kept was the dining table,” 
says Gouchtchina. “My client wanted a very 
clean look for their kitchen, but comfortable, 
cosy and functional with extended storage 
options. It also had to be a continuation of the 
living room because they’re not separated by 
a door. We decided on a white kitchen, and 
added warmth with walnut accents,” says 
Gouchtchina. “We changed the layout to make 

it more functional, added a full-size pantry 
with pullout shelves, increased an overall 
efficiency of the cabinetry, replaced the dated 
appliances and maximized storage.” 

New cabinetry designed by Gouchtchina 
and custom built by DK&More, features 
walnut details and gold hardware. “It’s very 
sleek and subtle, but it still brings warmth to 
the kitchen,” says Gouchtchina.

ABOVE: Open walnut shelving captures the 
warmth found throughout the main floor. TOP 
RIGHT: The kitchen and dining area are one 
open space, so the colours and textures that 
complement each other were used for continuity. 
RIGHT: A built-in window bench lined with pillows 
from BoConcept also boasts additional storage.  

Continued on page 86
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PIERRE 
FREY BLUE-
AND-WHITE 
WALLPAPER 
MAKES A 
STATEMENT 
WITH ITS 
BOLD LOOK. 
“IT’S LIKE 
GIANT 
ARTWORK.”

Bold, beautiful blue wallpaper 
adds energy and makes a 
statement in the dining area.

Book a design consultation today

MAKE THE MOST OUT OF YOUR SPACE | BOCONCEPT.COM
230 Adelaide Street E., TORONTO, ON M5A 1M9 | 647 352 8802
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FULL DESIGN & BUILD SERVICES
New Construction - Renovations - Kitchens & Bathrooms 

Muskoka Rooms - Boathouses - Decks / Docks

705.637.0281
info@raediusconstruction.com
raediusconstruction.com

SERVING ALL OF MUSKOKA

An 
Artistic Fusion 
of Fire and Design 

Hwy 9 & 27, Schomberg
800-843-1732
905-939-8758

www.FireplaceStop.com
Financing Available • Referral Programs

FPStop_Maestro_2-23.indd   1 2/26/2018   6:39:31 AM

HEATING & AIR CONDITIONING

 Home & Cottage • Sales & Installation
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A mosaic backsplash from Mettro Source 
imparts an elegant, sophisticated feel, while Pierre 
Frey blue-and-white wallpaper from Primavera 
Interior Furnishings Ltd. makes a statement 
with its bold look. “It’s like giant artwork,” 
says the designer.

Gouchtchina also replaced the kitchen island 
with one that had a larger footprint and could be 
used as a breakfast table that fits three, and had 
a bench with spacious storage installed along the 
window. “You can sit in the window and read a 
book and look out, it’s fantastic,” Greg says. 

The black and white theme carries on through 
to the powder room, which boasts a Parisian feel 
with a black faucet from Watermarks Kitchen & 
Bath Boutique and blue accent wall with black-
and-white prints. 

“It’s one big flowing area on the main floor now; 
it’s all stylistically similar,” says Greg. “It’s just 
beautiful. We absolutely love it.”  OH

“IT’S ONE BIG 
FLOWING AREA ON 
THE MAIN FLOOR 
NOW; IT’S ALL 
STYLISTICALLY 
SIMILAR.”

TOP: The wall clock with random numbers 
adds a little fun. LEFT: Blue carries into the 
powder room with a pretty accent wall.

Rosalia Fazzari of Tapestry Décor and her team will “bring your home to life”

416-710-3086  |  www.tapestrydecor.ca

DESIGN SERVICES • RENOVATIONS • NEW BUILD • PROJECT MANAGEMENT • SPACE PLANNING
CUSTOM DRAPERY, BLINDS, BEDDING AND SHADES • CUSTOM FURNITURE • IN-HOME CONSULTATIONS
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